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SUMMARY

Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis and partial-genome DNA

sequencing are commonly used to infer genetic relationships among pathogens. This study

compares the application of both techniques to the analysis of 16 pseudorabies virus isolates

collected during a 1989 outbreak. Genetic distances derived from RFLP and DNA sequence

data were not significantly correlated with geographic distances between farms from which

isolates were collected. RFLP-based genetic distance was, however, strongly correlated with

temporal distance between isolates (days separating time of isolation). Sequence-based genetic

distance was significantly correlated with temporal distance only when synonymous changes

(nucleotide changes not leading to amino acid changes) were considered separately. Conversely,

non-synonymous changes were correlated with the host species of origin of the viral isolate.

These results indicate that selectively-neutral genetic changes most accurately reflect historical

relationships, but that non-neutral changes most accurately reflect the biological environment

of the viral isolate (e.g. host immune system).

INTRODUCTION

Defining genetic relationships among pathogenic

organisms for the purpose of inferring patterns of

transmission constitutes one of the principal goals of

molecular epidemiology. Molecular genetic data have

the distinct advantage in this regard that they can be

collected after an outbreak has occurred, if ap-

propriate biological samples have been saved. The

spatial and temporal course of an epidemic can

therefore be inferred without historical bias, even in

the absence of direct observation or traditional

retrospective epidemiological data.

Two molecular techniques commonly used for

defining genetic relationships among pathogenic

organisms are restriction fragment length poly-

morphism (RFLP) analysis, and direct nucleotide

sequencing. RFLP is fast and inexpensive, and can

* Author for correspondence.

detect variation across large genomic regions [1, 2].

However, RFLP detects only a small proportion of

the total genetic variation present [3, 4]. Sequencing

yields more complete information about genetic

variation at the locus sequenced [5]. However, its

greater expense and technical requirements generally

limit its application to small genomic regions (usually

% 1000 bases [2, 5]). These regions may or may not be

representative of the genome as a whole.

Despite widespread use and acceptance of these two

techniques, few studies have compared the utility of

RFLP directly to that of gene sequencing in recon-

structing the pattern of spread of an infectious disease

agent. The goal of this study is to assess the utility and

comparability of RFLP analysis and sequencing in an

epidemiologic setting such as might commonly be

encountered in the field.

The study uses as a model pseudorabies virus (PrV),

an alphaherpesvirus. PrV is the causative agent of
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Aujezky’s disease, an economically significant disease

of commercial swine, which can also fatally infect a

variety of domestic and wild mammalian species [6].

PrV is currently the focus of eradication programmes

worldwide, which have dramatically decreased the

incidence of the disease [7]. In many countries where

they now occur, outbreaks of PrV are short-lived and

geographically localized; inferences about the courses

of these outbreaks must therefore be made retro-

spectively.

The specific focus of this study is an outbreak of

PrV which occurred over a 10-month period in a

limited geographic region of Illinois, USA, between

January and November 1989. Sixteen PrV isolates

from 14 farms clustered in 5 geographic areas were

obtained during this time [8]. Because the actual

pattern of spread of PrV among the 14 farms in 1989

remains unknown, this study focuses on the internal

comparability of the two genetic techniques. The

study tests the hypothesis that both techniques are

equally informative for reconstructing the spread of

PrV across space and time.

METHODS

The 16 PrV isolates were obtained by direct virus

isolation from infected tissues of 5 species (bovine,

canine, ovine, porcine, raccoon). Whole genomic

DNA was extracted from each viral isolate for

subsequent separate digestion with four restriction

endonucleases (Alw44I, BamHI, SalI, and XhoI).

Laboratory techniques involved equal molar ratio end

labeling of DNA fragments to improve sensitivity and

to allow overlapping bands to be detected [8].

A matrix of RFLP distance between all isolates was

calculated using the square root variant of a distance

metric described by Weigel and Scherba [9]. This

metric calculates genetic distances between pairs of

isolates based on a formula that compares the

distribution of restriction endonuclease fragment

sizes, and has shown to be highly informative for

inferring genetic relatedness between PrV isolates

[8, 9].

The glycoprotein C (gC) gene of PrV was the locus

chosen for sequencing. gC is among the best studied

proteins encoded by the 150 kb viral genome. gC is a

98 kDa monomeric membrane-associated glyco-

protein which is considered non-essential to viral

replication in cell culture [10, 11]. However, in �i�o,

gC plays a critical role in attachment of the virus to

target cells via binding with heparan sulfate receptors

[12, 13], although the binding properties of gC are not

absolutely required for infection [14, 15].

Immunologically, gC is a major target for both

cellular and humoral immunity in pigs [16–19].

Sequence-level genetic variation in gC has previously

been described as 2–3% among strains from diverse

geographic areas [20].

Gene sequencing was conducted on a 798 bp

fragment of the 5« end of the approximately 1440 bp

gC gene, where much of the variation in gC is

concentrated. This fragment is appropriate in that its

size is representative of the length of DNA that a

typical molecular epidemiological field investigation

might practically be able to examine. Laboratory

techniques included gene amplification using the

polymerase chain reaction and specific oligonucleotide

primers, and are described in detail elsewhere [21].

Observed nucleotide changes were divided into

synonymous and non-synonymous changes based on

their predicted effect on the resulting amino acid

sequence. Specifically, those sites at which a change

from any base to any other base would not alter the

amino acid at that position (fourfold-degenerate sites)

were analysed separately, because of their assumed

selective neutrality [22]. Non-synonymous changes

(those which do lead to changes in the amino acid

sequence) were also treated separately for some

analyses, because these sites are assumed to be those

acted upon most strongly by selective forces. Matrices

of pairwise sequence distance between isolates were

calculated as uncorrected proportions of differing

nucleotide positions using the computer programme

PHYLIP [23]. Three separate matrices were calcu-

lated: one for all sequence changes together, one for

neutral changes only and one for non-neutral changes

only.

Epidemiologic data of three types were collected:

geographic coordinates of the farms from which the

isolates were obtained; dates on which the isolates

were collected from the field; and the species of origin

of each isolate. Distance matrices between isolates

were created for each type of data as follows.

Geographic distances (km) between isolates were

calculated directly from the longitudes and latitudes

of their farms of origin. Temporal distances (days)

between pairs of isolates were calculated as the

number of days separating their collection. Species

distances between isolates were assigned a value of

zero if the two isolates were collected from the same

species, or one if they were collected from different

species.
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Table 1. Nucleotide sequence �ariation for 798 base pairs of the PrV gC gene in 16 isolates from Illinois and 4 reference sequences

Variable nucleotide position*

0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7

0 3 6 6 6 8 2 2 2 4 5 5 4 9 8 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3 5 6 9 9

5 6 5 6 7 2 4 5 6 5 3 6 5 5 1 2 4 8 2 3 4 5 0 1 9 0 7 4 0 8

Condon position

3 1 1 2 3 3 3 1 2 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 1

Isolate Date† Latitude‡ Longitude‡ Species§ Sequence¶

PrV 43 1}5}89 41±27 ®90±08 Ov GCGGCAGGGGCTACGTGTG– –AGAGGCAC

PrV 4411 1}12}89 41±53 ®90±08 Ov .......CC....G..........G..G..

PrV 4520 11}27}89 41±46 ®89±95 Ca ..– – –.A..C...GA.............C.

PrV 7438 1}3}89 41±56 ®90±12 Po .......CC....G..........G.....

PrV 7652 1}19}89 41±19 ®89±95 Ca .G.......A...G................

PrV 7739 1}14}89 41±54 ®90±07 Ca .G...........G................

PrV 8033 1}14}89 41±55 ®90±07 Ra .......CC....G..........G.....

PrV 8044 1}3}89 41±21 ®89±95 Bo .....C.CCCGCGGACCACGACG...T..A

PrV 8095 1}19}89 41±19 ®89±95 Po .G...........G................

PrV 9164 2}14}89 41±28 ®90±05 Po .G...........G................

PrV 10501 3}14}89 41±25 ®90±27 Po .............G...........A....

PrV 10649 2}15}89 41±24 ®90±09 Ov CG...........G................

PrV 11243 4}5}89 41±16 ®90±01 Po .............G................

PrV 12271 4}20}89 41±32 ®90±22 Po ..– – –.A..C...GA.............C.

PrV 12481 4}23}89 41±31 ®90±33 Po ..– – –.A..C...GA........A......

PrV 12486 4}26}89 41±33 ®90±29 Po ..– – –.A..C...GA.............C.

Ea (China) .....C....G..GAC..CGACG...A..A

Yamagata S-81 (Japan) .....C.CCCGC.G.CCACGACG......A

Indiana S (USA) .....C.CCCGC.GA...............

NIA-3 (Northern Ireland) .......CC....GA...............

* Position numbers are read vertically. Only variable positions within the Illinois sequences are shown. Underlined positions are fourfold-degenerate sites. Complete Illinois

sequences are available through GenBank (accession numbers AF176479-AF176495).

† Dates refer to the dates on which samples were collected in the field.

‡ Latitudes and longitudes are expressed in decimal degrees.

§ Species from which virus was isolated (Bo, bovine; Ca, canine; Ov, ovine; Po, porcine; Ra, raccoon).

¶ identity with first (reference) sequence, -, gap in sequence.
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Table 2. Genetic similarity between PrV isolates based on distributions of restriction fragment sizes. A �alue of zero indicates genetic identity. Data are

taken from Scherba et al. [8]

Isolate

PrV

10501

PrV

12481

PrV

12486

PrV

12271

PrV

7438

PrV

7739

PrV

8033

PrV

4411

PrV

7652

PrV

8095

PrV

8044

PrV

11243

PrV

9164

PrV

10649

PrV

43

PrV

4520

PrV 10501 0±00 0±78 1±20 0±28 0±38 0±34 0±96 0±39 0±63 0±63 2±22 0±67 0±85 1±20 1±24 0±74

PrV 12481 0±78 0±00 0±14 1±20 0±85 1±20 0±49 0±94 0±39 0±43 1±43 1±52 0±37 0±88 0±75 1±12

PrV 12486 1±20 0±14 0±00 1±76 1±14 1±76 0±52 1±37 0±67 0±73 1±18 2±08 0±45 1±12 0±82 1±16

PrV 12271 0±28 1±20 1±76 0±00 0±38 0±27 1±35 0±40 0±73 0±71 2±49 0±49 1±39 1±05 1±23 0±79

PrV 7438 0±38 0±85 1±14 0±38 0±00 0±31 0±92 0±26 0±64 0±65 1±78 0±73 0±97 1±06 1±09 0±67

PrV 7739 0±34 1±20 1±76 0±27 0±31 0±00 1±20 0±30 0±63 0±62 2±40 0±62 1±29 0±73 0±93 1±09

PrV 8033 0±96 0±49 0±52 1±35 0±92 1±20 0±00 0±69 0±30 0±33 0±62 1±17 0±50 1±15 1±07 0±81

PrV 4411 0±39 0±94 1±37 0±40 0±26 0±30 0±69 0±00 0±39 0±39 1±67 0±38 0±99 1±18 1±23 0±70

PrV 7652 0±63 0±39 0±67 0±73 0±64 0±63 0±30 0±39 0±00 0±03 1±06 0±71 0±53 0±66 0±66 0±92

PrV 8095 0±63 0±43 0±73 0±71 0±65 0±62 0±33 0±39 0±03 0±00 1±07 0±65 0±57 0±71 0±71 0±90

PrV 8044 2±22 1±43 1±18 2±49 1±78 2±40 0±62 1±67 1±06 1±07 0±00 2±20 1±59 2±04 1±83 1±82

PrV 11243 0±67 1±52 2±08 0±49 0±73 0±62 1±17 0±38 0±71 0±65 2±20 0±00 1±40 1±59 1±73 1±03

PrV 9164 0±85 0±37 0±45 1±39 0±97 1±29 0±50 0±99 0±53 0±57 1±59 1±40 0±00 0±89 0±81 0±91

PrV 10649 1±20 0±88 1±12 1±05 1±06 0±73 1±15 1±18 0±66 0±71 2±04 1±59 0±89 0±00 0±12 2±03

PrV 43 1±24 0±75 0±82 1±23 1±09 0±93 1±07 1±23 0±66 0±71 1±83 1±73 0±81 0±12 0±00 2±03

PrV 4520 0±74 1±12 1±16 0±79 0±67 1±09 0±81 0±70 0±92 0±90 1±82 1±03 0±91 2±03 2±03 0±00
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Correlations between matrices were performed

using Mantel tests of matrix correlation [24], con-

ducted with computer programme The R Package

[25]. A standardized form of the Mantel test statistic

(r) was used [26]. For each matrix correlation

performed, a null sampling distribution of r was

created using 10000 Monte Carlo random permu-

tations of the observed distance matrices [27]. Em-

pirical r values were compared to their respective null

distributions, and probabilities were calculated as the

proportion of null values as extreme or more extreme

than the observed values of r. One-tailed probabilities

were calculated when correlations were in the pre-

dicted direction (positive in all cases).

Four additional PrV gC sequences of known

geographic provenance were obtained from the litera-

ture for purposes of comparison with the newly-

generated sequences [20, 28]. Sequence data were

analysed using the maximum parsimony search

algorithm and bootstrap analysis technique of the

computer programme PAUP [29]. Dendrograms of

relationship for sequence, RFLP, spatial and temporal

distance were created using the UPGMA algorithm of

the computer programme PHYLIP [23, 30]. All

statistical results were considered significant at the

α¯ 0±05 level.

RESULTS

Geographic, temporal, species and sequence data for

all 16 PrV isolates, and for 4 additional sequences

from the literature, are presented in Table 1. Farms

were separated by distances ranging from 2±2 to

43±5 km. Temporal distances (days separating the

collection of isolates) ranged from 0 to 297 days.

Sequence-level genetic distances between isolates

ranged from 0 to 1±94%, with a mean pairwise

sequence distance of 0±82% (gaps excluded). The 30

variable nucleotide positions were approximately

equally divided between first (9), second (12), and

third (9) codon positions. Six of the 9 variable third

codon positions were fourfold-degenerate sites.

Results of RFLP analysis of these isolates are

presented in Table 2. This matrix contains cells with

values representing the genetic distances between

pairs of isolates based on a formula that compares the

distribution of restriction endonuclease fragment sizes

[9]. In the present sample, genetic distance values

ranged between zero (identity) and 2±49.

Figure 1 shows a maximum parsimony phylogenetic

tree based on gC sequence data depicting the

Fig. 1. Maximum parsimony phylogenetic tree of Illinois

pseudorabies virus isolates (beginning with ‘PrV’), and

previously-published sequences of isolates from known

geographic locations around the world. Numbers above

branches represent branch lengths (minimum numbers of

nucleotide changes). Numbers below branches are bootstrap

values (%), based on 100 heuristic bootstrap replicates of

the data. Single-codon insertions}deletions were weighted

twice as heavily as point substitutions.

relationships among the 16 Illinois isolates and

the 4 previously-published isolates from around the

world. Fifteen of the 16 isolates, together with the

NIA-3 isolate from Northern Ireland, form a single

well-supported clade (bootstrap values of 74%) of

closely-related sequences, within which appear three

sub-clades of very similar or identical sequences from

Illinois. The previously-sequenced Indiana S strain

from the United States appears as an outgroup to this

clade. Of the newly-sequenced isolates, only PrV 8044

appears genetically divergent, clustering with the

Yamagata S-81 strain from Japan. The Ea strain from

China appears highly divergent in this tree.

Figure 2 shows four dendrograms constructed from

sequence, RFLP, geographic and temporal data using

the UPGMA clustering algorithm [30]. The species of

origin of each strain is labeled on this tree. In 3 of the

4 dendrograms (RFLP, Geography and Time), isolate

4520 appears divergent. Isolate 8044 is also divergent

in both genetic dendrograms. Non-porcine species of

origin do not form exclusive clusters in any tree. This

would be expected, since PrV is rapidly fatal in non-

porcine species and is, therefore, most likely to have
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10501  (Po)
11243  (Po)
43        (Ov)
7739    (Ca)
8095    (Po)
9164    (Po)
7652    (Ca)
10649  (Ov)
12481  (Po)
12486  (Po)
12271  (Po)
4520    (Ca)
7438    (Po)
8033    (Ra)
4411   (Ov)
8044    (Po)

(a)

10501  (Po)
12271  (Po)
12481         (Po)
12486    (Po)
7652   (Ca)
8095    (Po)
8044    (Bo)
11243  (Po)
9164    (Po)
43        (Ov)
10649  (Ov)
7438    (Po)
7739    (Ca)
8033    (Ra)
4411   (Ov)
4520    (Ca)

(c)

10501  (Po)
7739    (Ca)
7652       (Ca)
8095    (Po)
10649    (Ov)
9164    (Po)
11243    (Po)
7438     (Po)
8033    (Ra)
12271  (Po)
12481  (Po)
12486    (Po)
43    (Ov)

4520    (Ca)

4411   (Ov)
8044    (Bo)

(b)

10501  (Po)
10649  (Ov)
9164    (Po)

7652   (Ca)
8095    (Po)

11243  (Po)

43        (Ov)
4520    (Ca)

(d)

12486    (Po)
12481  (Po)
12271  (Po)

7438     (Po)
8044    (Bo)
7739    (Ca)
8033    (Ra)

4411   (Ov)

Fig. 2. UPGMA dendrograms showing relationships among the 16 Illinois PrV isolates. Isolates are identified by number (see

Table 1), with species of origin in parentheses : (a) dendrogram based on matrix of pairwise nucleotide sequence distances

between isolates ; (b) dendrogram based on matrix of pairwise RFLP distances between isolates ; (c) dendrogram based on

matrix of pairwise geographic distances between isolates ; (d) dendrogram based on matrix of pairwise temporal distances

between isolates. Dendrograms are scaled to unit length to facilitate comparisons.

Fig. 3. Mantel correlation coefficients (r) between four similarity matrices for 16 Illinois PrV isolates. Lines with filled arrows

represent statistically significant associations. Values in parentheses represent correlations run using only fourfold degenerate

sites. (see Table 1).

been transmitted to these other species from pigs.

Indeed, there is evidence of localized subclustering by

species of origin on both genetic trees, particularly in

the case of the porcine isolates, which appear to

cluster most closely with other porcine isolates.

However, this observation may be an artifact of non-
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Fig. 4. Mantel correlation coefficients (r) between four different genetic distance matrices and a matrix of ‘species distance. ’

Lines with filled arrows represent statistically significant associations. Values in parentheses represent partial Mantel

correlations, with temporal distance held statistically constant.

random sampling, since more porcine isolates were

analysed than were isolates from any other species.

Figure 3 shows the results of the Mantel correlation

analysis used to quantify the genetic, spatial and

temporal associations depicted qualitatively in Figure

2. RFLP and Sequence distance were significantly

correlated. No significant correlations were found

between sequence or RFLP distance and geographic

distance, or between geographic distance and tem-

poral distance. However, RFLP distance was highly

correlated with temporal distance between isolates ;

sequence distance was not.

When selectively-neutral changes were considered

separately, the strength of association between RFLP

and sequence distance increased slightly (∆r¯ 0±034).

However, the strength of association between se-

quence distance and temporal distance increased

considerably (∆r¯ 0±195), and the correlation became

statistically significant. Sequence-level genetic dis-

tance at fourfold-degenerate sites was only moderately

correlated with sequence-level genetic distance at non-

synonymous sites (Mantel r¯ 0±286; P¯ 0±013).

Both RFLP and sequence-level genetic distance

were significantly correlated with identity}non-ident-

ity of species of origin (Fig. 4), indicating that, in

general, isolates from the same species tend to be more

closely related genetically to other isolates from that

species than would be expected by chance alone.

However, the strength of this association was higher

when non-synonymous changes were considered sep-

arately than when synonymous changes were con-

sidered separately (∆r¯ 0±053).

As shown in Figure 3, there is a strong association

between genetic distance (especially RFLP) and

temporal distance between isolates. The correlation

between species-of-origin and temporal distance was

not significant (Mantel r¯ 0±134; P¯ 0±114), but was

strong enough to warrant concern that time could be

a confounding variable in the analysis of species

distance and genetic distance. Therefore, Figure 4

presents the results of partial Mantel correlations [26]

between species distance and the four types of genetic

distance, contingent on temporal distance (values in

parentheses). With temporal distance held statistically

constant, the correlation between species distance and

synonymous sequence distance was slightly lower and

non-significant. All other correlations were only

minimally affected.

DISCUSSION

The level of genetic variability documented in PrV gC,

while low, was nevertheless sufficient for drawing

epidemiologic conclusions about the 1989 outbreak.
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Both RFLP and sequence data were able to dis-

tinguish among isolates. Both techniques allowed

hierarchical relationships to be defined, even though

the isolates were sampled from a small geographic

region over a short period of time. These results are

encouraging, since DNA viruses such as PrV are

notoriously invariant genetically relative to viruses

with RNA genomes [31]. A previous study of genetic

variability in Illinois isolates of porcine reproductive

and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV; an RNA

arterivirus) documented approximately seven times as

much variation at the nucleotide level as was observed

in the current sample of PrV [21].

As demonstrated by phylogenetic analyses, the

Illinois PrV gC isolates display less variability than

exists within a sample of gC from geographically

diverse locations around the world. In fact, the Illinois

samples (with one exception) clustered into a single

clade. This would be expected if the Illinois samples

did indeed represent an outbreak, in the sense that all

samples arose recently from a common ancestor.

However, this relationship is not entirely supported

phylogenetically. Sample 8044 is divergent phylo-

genetically, clustering with the geographically un-

related Yamagata S-81 strain from Japan (see Fig. 1).

The divergent position of sample 8044 might ac-

curately reflect an international origin for this sample.

However, sample 8044 was also the only sample

obtained from a bovine host. The associated farm,

while it did not raise pigs, was close to swine farms

which vaccinated for PrV using a vaccine closely-

related (but not identical) genetically to sample 8044

[8]. This sample’s divergent phylogenetic position may

therefore reflect an origin from a vaccine strain.

Statistical analysis using Mantel tests of matrix

correlation substantiated the absence of any strong

association between geographic and genetic distance.

Neither RFLP nor sequence-level genetic distance

between isolates was correlated with geographic

distance.

The lack of a genetic}geographic correlation

weakens the hypothesis that PrV during this outbreak

tended to spread form farm to nearby farm. ‘Distance-

limited’ processes of inter-farm transmission such as

wildlife vectors or aerosols carried in wind [32–34]

would lead to the prediction that isolates collected

from nearby farms should be closely related

genetically. Given the current sample size (16), an α

level of 0±05, and β of 0±8, this study could have

detected a strength of correlation of geographic

proximity on genetic similarity of 30±6% or higher.

That such an effect was not detected suggests that any

such association must be weak. Most likely, long-

distance processes of inter-farm transmission, such as

the inadvertent transportation of viruses between

farms by people, must have predominated during this

outbreak [8].

In contrast, a strong association was documented

between genetic distance (RFLP) and temporal dis-

tance between isolates. Again, this is consistent with

an outbreak situation, if indeed the movement of virus

from one location to another tends to be marked by

progressive genetic change. This same association

was not documented for sequence-level genetic

distance until fourfold-degenerate sites were analysed

separately. Apparently, selectively neutral genetic

variation was more ‘clock-like’ than non-neutral

variation in that it more accurately tracked the

temporal course of this outbreak. Indeed, the low

correlation between non-synonymous and synony-

mous sequence-level genetic distance supports the

assumption that different evolutionary forces may be

driving each type of genetic change.

The pattern of correlation between four measures

of genetic distance and identity or non-identity of host

species of origin (see Fig. 4) provides support for the

hypothesis that one force driving sequence-level

genetic change may be natural selection. When Mantel

tests of partial correlation were used to control

statistically for the influence of time, non-synonymous

sequence changes more accurately reflected host

species of origin than did synonymous sequence

changes. Biologically, PrV samples of a particular

genetic constitution may be predisposed to estab-

lishing a productive infection in a particular host.

Inherent differences in the ability of certain variants to

adhere to host cells or to evade the host’s immune

system probably underlie this phenomenon. Such a

conclusion assumes that PrV in swine exists as a

diversity of genetic types, akin to the ‘quasispecies ’

typically used to describe RNA viruses [31, 35]. Only

those variants genetically suited to a given host species

will establish an infection, other variants being

selected against.

Comparing RFLP and sequencing directly indi-

cated that both techniques yielded similar results with

regard to reconstructing the epidemiologic pattern of

this outbreak. Genetic distances derived from the two

techniques were significantly correlated (see Fig. 3).

Both techniques indicated a lack of correlation

between genetic and geographic distance but signifi-

cant correlation between genetic and temporal dis-
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tance and between genetic distance and host species of

origin. Importantly, however, the congruity between

the two techniques was strongest only when the

sequence-level data were filtered to exclude changes

which were selectively non-neutral. This observation

implies that the changes leading to different RFLP

patterns in the current sample must have been

predominantly neutral selectively. This result may not

be generalizable to other RFLP analyses, however,

since the precise locations of the genetic changes

underlying different RFLP patterns is not generally

known. The proportion of neutral to non-neutral

variation detected in a particular RFLP analysis will

therefore vary depending on the number and type of

restriction endonucleases used.

The observed difference between neutral and non-

neutral sequence-level changes also implies that, to be

most useful for epidemiological analysis, sequence

data should be selectively filtered. The exclusion of

structural variation appears to strengthen the ability

of sequence data to reconstruct historical patterns of

relatedness. Similarly, the exclusion of neutral vari-

ation appears to enhance the ability of sequence-level

data to discern epidemiologic patterns that are closely

linked to the structural properties of the virus.

Unfortunately, the actual history of farm-to-farm

transmission of PrV in the 1989 Illinois outbreak

remains unknown. It was therefore impossible to test

the utility of RFLP and sequencing in this case against

a known outbreak history. There was, in other words,

no epidemiological ‘gold standard’ available for

measuring the accuracy of our genetic analyses. As a

result, the accuracy of the geographic and temporal

data with respect to patterns of transmission must be

assumed.

Were no statistically significant trends to have

emerged from this investigation, the utility of either

genetic technique for epidemiologic investigation

would have been left open. However, several signifi-

cant associations were documented, and all of these

were in the predicted direction (even despite a limited

sample size of 16 isolates). This observation provides

support for the assumption that spatio-temporal

associations are useful epidemiological indicators of

the progression of this outbreak across time and

space.

Comparing RFLP and sequencing directly indicates

that both presented unique advantages for recon-

structing the course of this viral disease outbreak.

RFLP genetic distance correlated most strongly

with temporal distance in this dataset. To the extent

that temporal distance between isolates is an accurate

indicator of the progression of PrV during this

outbreak, RFLP analysis appeared to yield the most

accurate epidemiologic information. While cost and

ease of execution would also currently favour RFLP,

progress in the technology of nucleic acid sequencing

is likely soon to negate this advantage.

Sequence distance, filtered in the light of ancillary

molecular biological data, yielded a variety of metrics

of distance, each relevant to a different epidemiologic

question. RFLP, by contrast, yielded only a single

metric, which could not be subdivided into

biologically-relevant components. Furthermore, the

general ability of RFLP analysis to reconstruct

outbreaks will likely vary depending on the population

sampled and the restriction endonucleases used, and

will not be predictable a priori. Given these differences,

partial-genome sequencing should be considered at

least as informative as RFLP analysis for recon-

structing historical relationships between viral iso-

lates, and also the more generally adaptable of the two

techniques to specific epidemiological questions of

biological relevance.
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